Let JC be a local Lie group [7] and KdJ{ a subgroup such that the left multiplication of every element k^K on J{ is defined. We introduce a notion of partial connections and foliated structures in a bundle G with the fibre J{ and the structure group K. Notions of transverse connections and transverse projectable connections [5, 3] are generalized to foliated structures in £ . Under a certain condition on J{, we construct foliated structures and transverse projectable connections in the principal ^-bundle E associated with £ from those in the Local Lie group bundles.
In consequence of the above fact, construction methods of foliated principal bundles equipped with transverse projectable connections are enlarged and these yield Bott's strong vanishing of characteristic classes for some locally homogeneous G-foliation [4] . We assume all manifolds are C°° -manifolds without boundaries, and all maps and bundles are of class C°°.
Theorem I. 1 (Main theorem) . Let G be a Lie group and KdG a compact connected Lie subgroup of G. Let { and f be Lie algeberas of G and K respectively. Suppose there exists a subalgebra 0Cj such that (direct sum of vector spaces) and
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Let EF be the left coset foliation on G/K by the subgroup G of G containing K. Then the principal G-bundle p: E = GX K G-^G/K has a transverse projectable connection uoith respect to some lift foliation 3 E of 3.
Moreover, in the above theorem if JTciG is a discrete subgroup operating properly discontinuously and without fixed points on G/K, then it follows that the principal G-bundle p' : E r = (F\G) In Section 2, we construct partial connections in the principal Kbundle E from those in the local Lie group bundle G. Section 3 concerns foliated structures and transverse projectable connections in G, and is devoted to construct transverse projectable connections in E from those in G. In Section 4, after reviewing the notion of G-foliations and (locally) homogeneous foliations, we prove the main theorem and results obtained by this theorem.
The author wishes to thank the referee for his kind advices. by the differential map of the right multiplication of an element of G.
We close this section by the following Lemma which is proved in a similar way to Theorem 3. 4 and easier than it.
Lemma 3.5. 
Let M be the transverse connection in E(M,p E , G, -which is determined by a transverse connection M in E (

We define a ^-bundle map <$:£->£ by ®(x,a,k) = (x, a,?(x, a)~lk) .
Since we have <D(L$ tatk ) = R n~q X {(0, /e) }, (iii) is reduced to
Let E be a trivial bundle R q xKwith the projection ^g:
Because of the condition of theorem, one can assume that the connection SC in E is induced from a connection M in E, by the submersion of EFjj,
and gives a J^-bundle map over the submersion R n -*R q of the foliation 3". It follows that 
(V(3)) = PV(M, p, GL(q; R) , <EE PV ) .
Let G be a closed subgroup of GL(q;K). If there exists a G-reduction E of P(V(2 r )), such that the canonical foliated bundle structure on arises from a foliated bundle structure E(M,p,G, 2^), then 3 is called a G-foliation. It is noted that
P(V(S))=Ex G GL(q;R),
and the requirement in the definition of G-foliation is that the canonical lift foliation 2W on P (V(3) ) is the GL(q\ K) -eq invariant foliation which is given by the G-equivariant foliation SE of the foliated bundle structure on E. Both foliations 2°PF on P(F(£F)) and 3 E on E project onto the given foliation EF on M.
Let G be a Lie group and GcG a Lie subgroup. (See, e.g., [2] .) The canonical foliated bundle structure on E is denoted by E (G/K, p, G, *$E) . We note that the homogeneous G-foliation. 2* is G-in variant.
Let E be the principal G-bundle associated with the principal G- Proof. Since E is the principal G-bundle associated with the G-bundle q.e.d.
Using the above result, we obtain a transverse projectable connection with respect to some foliated G-bundle structure on E 9 which is stated in the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. 
and d e determines a transverse projectable connection 0 with respect to this foliated bundle structure. The lift foliation S% is extended naturally to a lift foliation 3 E on the extended G-bundle E = GX K G of p: G-^G/K and 6 defines a transverse projectable connection to in the foliated G-bundle 
(See, e.g., [2] .) The lift foliation 
